DATE:

March 6, 2014

TO:

MarinMap Steering Committee

FROM:

Wayne Bush, Program Manager

ACTION:

Recommend approval of the 2014-15 MarinMap budget to the MGSA

BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS:
The proposed budget is included in the March 6 MarinMap Steering Committee packet. It will
also be part of the MGSA agenda on March 13. This is earlier than years past, as the Steering
Committee has already been asked to convene on several other matters, and this inclusion
eliminates the need for an additional Steering Committee in May. Additionally, because it is
being timed with a proposed 2013/14 budget amendment, it puts the full budget picture
together.
The 2014/15 budget looks very similar to MarinMap’s prior budgets. Membership fees are
unchanged, as they have been for about ten years (when they were lowered for smaller
agencies). Although this may need to change someday, MarinMap has worked very hard to do
as much as possible with flat revenue.
One revenue line that was shown last year for the first time is the $20,000 that has been
identified as new member revenue in the anticipation of two new members. As was the case for
2013-14, should this revenue not be realized by new memberships, the money will not be spent.
On the expenditure side, as with revenues, recurring costs are showing no change in the past
several years. As with holding revenue flat, this may need to change someday, but all the
MarinMap professional services providers are doing their best to hold the line.
As can be seen in the projects line item, most of the expected projects in the upcoming year are
funded as uncompleted carryover projects or new projects amended (proposed on March 6
agenda) to FY 2013/14 after obtaining a clear picture of the 2013/14 fund balance, which in
discussion with the MGSA Executive Director is estimated at $14,600. A reserve of $17,800 is
identified, and the previously set aside $20,000 for a future unspecified orthophoto project is
retained within the fund balance. The individual descriptions of the new projects can be found in
the project breakdown as well as in the proposed budget amendment memorandum. There is
$5,800 in the 2014/15 project budget, for which projects will need to be identified by either the
Steering Committee, or the Executive Subcommittee, depending on whether the Steering
Committee delegates project descriptions and costs to the Executive Subcommittee.
Additionally, per past practice, funds are proposed to be set aside for member specific activities
with a relationship to MarinMap, in the amount of $10,000, allocated by the Executive
Committee up to $2000 per agency.
Should the Steering Committee delegate line by line project identification to the Executive
Subcommittee as proposed in another agenda item, the breakdown of carryover and amended
projects is then only informational to the Steering Committee and the MGSA. The actual
document recommended for adoption is the budget revenues and expenditures with a single
line item for all projects.

